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This Perspective reflects on several recent advances in the studies of structure and dynamics of cluster anions,
bridging the gap between ‘cluster’ and condensed phases. Applications involving photofragment and
photodetachment spectroscopy, as well as femtosecond time-resolved experiments, are described. Special
emphasis is given to the effects of microscopic solvation on the electronic structure and reactivity of negative
ions in heterogeneous and homogeneous cluster environments. Some recent breakthroughs in experimental
methodology are also outlined, in particular the application of photofragment and photoelectron methods and
the imaging technique to the studies of molecular cluster anions.

1. Introduction
Clusters have long fascinated chemists with the unique
opportunities they offer for studies of intermolecular interactions implicated in practically all areas of chemistry, particularly in solvation. Ionic clusters are especially appealing for
experimental studies of reactions, as in their well-defined
microscopic environments the chemical dynamics can be
examined at an unprecedented level of detail. Clusters are
used as model micro-solutions that simplify the interpretation
of solvation effects at a molecular level.1–4 Such detailed
analysis is difficult to achieve in macroscopic media, such as
liquids, solids, or high-pressure gases, because of the poorly
defined solvent coordination and the very large number of
pairwise interactions involved. These characteristics of condensed environments usually require an averaged, i.e. statistical, rather than dynamical, description of bulk properties.
Despite their relatively small size, clusters retain many
characteristics of the bulk media that make the condensedphase dynamics as rich as they are. One central question in
cluster studies is: how much matter is needed for physical laws
associated with bulk materials to be applicable? The multitude
of intermolecular interactions in clusters affords chemical
reactions a variety of pathways and mechanisms that attracted
the interest of many generations of chemists. The origin of the
field of cluster chemistry can be traced back to the early studies
of colloids, aerosols, and nucleation phenomena in the midnineteenth century, followed by an explosive growth during the
twentieth century. For decades, many experimental and
theoretical studies have been directed at deepening the
understanding of detailed mechanisms of reactions within
clusters. This paper is not intended to offer a comprehensive
review of the vast field. Its scope is limited to recent photodissociation and photodetachment studies of cluster anions,
giving a perspective of the dynamics of photoinduced reactions
in cluster anions and the bridge between the ‘cluster’ and
condensed phases. A broader outlook on the advances in cluster
research during the later part of the twentieth century can be
found, for example, in the review by Castleman and Bowen.1
In particular, we concentrate on several recent advances in
the quest for better understanding of solvent-induced effects on
the electronic structure and reaction dynamics. The most
DOI: 10.1039/b209239e

obvious effect of solvation is the limitation of physical space
available to the solute, whose dynamics are constrained by
physical barriers imposed by the presence of other bodies. In
addition, the solvent acts as an energy bath, opening a pathway
for internal relaxation of the solute. However, the most
challenging aspect of solvation is the perturbation of the
electronic structure of both the solute and the solvent.
We discuss the role of solvent-induced perturbations of the
electronic structure in determining the outcomes of chemical
reactions. These perturbations are particularly important in
reactions involving non-adiabatic transitions. It is emphasized
that the strong interactions implicated in ionic solvation often
cannot be considered as merely a ‘perturbation’ in the
perturbation-theory sense. If the strength of these interactions
is comparable to the bonding in the solute or/and the solvent,
chemical transformations are possible and the structure of the
cluster core may differ greatly from the corresponding
unsolvated species.
The cumulative ion–solvent interactions in ionic clusters can
be easily comparable to chemical bonding, lending the solvent a
major role in determining the reaction outcomes. For example,
I22, one of the most studied ionic chromophores,5–24 has a
bond dissociation energy of 1.01 eV, compared to a typical
solvent binding energy of y0.2 eV per solvent molecule.21,25
Clearly, the collective effect of the solvent on the electronic
structure of I22 cannot be viewed as a minor perturbation even
in moderate-size clusters. Therefore, although the term
‘perturbation’ is used widely in this Perspective, it is often
assumed to imply a considerable effect rather than a minor
modification of state potentials and their couplings.
Different types of solvent-driven reactions require various
degrees of such perturbation. In many cases, the perturbation
present within a cluster is rather large, although the reaction
could proceed, in principle, even if it were minimal. One
example is the solvent-induced recombination, or caging, of
photofragments.5,6,17,20–53 The fundamental appeal of this
process lies in that it involves both the breaking and remaking
of chemical bonds, both occurring under the influence of the
solvent. The classic I22 caging reactions5–7,21,45,46,49 evolve on
potential energy surfaces correlating with the lower I22
dissociation limit yielding the neutral I fragment in the
ground spin–orbit state. In this case, the I(2P3/2) 1 I2
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recombination proceeds via a mechanism54–56 common for
caging in both neutral and ionic, gas and condensed39,57–59
phase systems. According to this mechanism, the fragment
separation is halted by the solvent that absorbs the translational energy. The fragments then recombine following the
conversion at large separation to the ground I22 electronic
state. Subsequently, the recombined I22 undergoes vibrational
relaxation as the energy is transferred to the solvent. Although
the I22 electronic structure is greatly perturbed by the
solvent,60–62 only modest solvent-induced coupling between
electronic states is actually needed, as the states in question are
asymptotically degenerate. In the framework of this straightforward mechanism, the solvent effects are overwhelming in
magnitude compared to the ‘probe’ used to monitor them (i.e.,
the caging process). Therefore, it is not surprising that one finds
the recombination dynamics not to be overly sensitive to the
details of cluster structure.
It is possible, however, that a much larger degree of solventinduced perturbation of the solute may be required for the
reaction to be possible in principle. A new type of caging
reaction was discovered recently,22,24,63 in which the I22
chromophore is dissociated via the I*(2P1/2) 1 I2(1S) channel.
In this case, a simple reversal of fragment trajectories cannot
result in recombination, because the I*(2P1/2) 1 I2(1S)
potentials are not bound. Nevertheless, caging on the ground
electronic state of I22 is observed, which requires electronic
quenching of I*(2P1/2) to precede the recombination. This
crucial transition involves an energy gap of nearly 1 eV and is
known to be extremely slow when occurring via radiative or
collisional energy transfer mechanisms. Not surprisingly, this
type of caging was found to exhibit more sensitivity to the
details of solvent-shell structure and dynamics.
Many laboratory tools are available today for the studies of
ionic clusters. Among the most basic probes of cluster-ion
structure and dynamics are mass-spectroscopy, photoelectron
spectroscopy,64,65 photofragment spectroscopy, and several
relatively new ultrafast pump–probe techniques. The field
made a jump towards better-controlled and more comprehensive experimental studies with the introduction in the 1980s of
the pulsed cluster-ion techniques,3 coupled with advances in
tandem time-of-flight mass-spectroscopy. Lineberger-type
pulsed ion sources, now prevalent in many laboratories
around the world, allow the preparation and subsequent
mass-selection of internally cool ionic clusters of known
composition and often predictable structure. Using a combination of photoelectron and photofragment spectroscopic
techniques, the reaction dynamics in cluster ions can be studied
on the molecular level, bridging the gap between the properties
of isolated molecules and chemistry and physics of condensedphase environments.
The next revolutionary experimental tool introduced into the
field in the late 1980s and early 1990s is the coupling of ultrafast
pump–probe techniques with photoelectron spectroscopy and
photofragment measurements. Whereas the experiments in the
frequency (energy) domain help characterize the chemical and
electronic structure of the cluster anions studied, the addition
of the femtosecond pump–probe delay coordinate allows to
study the reactions in real time, putting a truly dynamical
emphasis on the experiments. The Lineberger group demonstrated the utility of ultrafast photofragment spectroscopy in
the studies of cluster ion dynamics,20,66 while Neumark et al.
developed a time-resolved variant of negative-ion photoelectron spectroscopy (PES), know as femtosecond PES, which
allows observation of reactions through the window of evolving photoelectron spectra.46 These developments became
possible with the advent of powerful and versatile femtosecond
lasers. Other important trends in the field of cluster anion
dynamics involve the move towards more detailed approaches
to photoelectron and photofragment measurements, such
as detecting several particles (e.g., photoelectrons and
166
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photofragments) in coincidence,67–73 infrared spectroscopic
characterization of the cluster ion vibrational modes and
structures,74,75 the photoelectron imaging76–78 approach to
negative-ion PES.79–83
In this Perspective, we discuss several recent benchmark
studies of cluster anion structure and dynamics. Section 2
describes the predicted structures of heterogeneous cluster
anions I22(OCS)n and I22(CO2)n. Section 3 explores the caging
dynamics in these clusters, with a special emphasis on the
solvent-induced spin–orbit relaxation occurring on a remarkably fast timescale. Section 4 presents an outlook on the
structure and photochemistry of homogeneous cluster anions,
using (OCS)n2, (CO2)n2, and others as benchmark systems.
Section 5 gives a brief summary of the paper and outlines future
directions.

2. Structures of heterogeneous cluster anions
The structure of the solvent shell about the ionic core of the
cluster plays a determining role in its dynamics. To illustrate
the basic principles involved in shell formation, we discuss the
qualitative aspects of building up the first shell of OCS or CO2
molecules around an I22 cluster core. The structures of
I22(OCS)n and I22(CO2)n have been examined using molecular
dynamics and a model-Hamiltonian approach in a number of
publications by the Parson group.22,35,62,84,85 Their findings are
in agreement with a number of experimental observations,
some of which are highlighted in the following sections.
In the I22(OCS)n cluster ions the binding of the solvent to the
anionic core is dominated by charge–dipole interactions
between I22 and OCS, whereas in I22(CO2)n, in the absence
of a permanent CO2 dipole moment, the charge–quadrupole
interaction takes center stage.84,86,87 The solvent–solvent
interactions also play important roles in both structure and
dynamics. For example, the known fact that carbon dioxide
forms dry ice implies strong interactions within the CO2 solvent
shell.
Since the charge in unsolvated I22 is equally divided between
the two I-atoms, electrostatic considerations dictate that in
stepwise solvation the first solvent molecule is expected to bind
near the waist of I22. Thus, in I22?OCS the positively charged
S-end of the solvent points toward the I22 center of mass. In
larger I22(OCS)n clusters, solvent–solvent interactions are
added and the above solvent orientation motif is modified to
accommodate these interactions as well.
The most revealing minimum-energy I22(OCS)n structures,
determined by the Parson group, are shown in Fig. 1.22 The
first five OCS molecules were found to arrange themselves
around the waist of I22 with the sulfur atoms about 3.6 Å from
the I22 center of mass. The solvent molecules are tilted at about
117u, rather than pointing directly outward, as best seen in
Fig. 1(a). In I22(OCS)5, the five OCS molecules complete a ring
around I22. The next five molecules form a second ring around
one end of the solute, then a single OCS molecule fills the axial
site, ‘‘capping’’ that end of the cluster and completing the halfshell structure of I22(OCS)11 shown in Fig. 1(b). It is notable
that I22(OCS)11 corresponds to a prominent ‘‘magic number’’
in the I22(OCS)n cluster mass-spectrum, i.e., the n ~ 11 peak
clearly stands out in intensity compared to its neighbors.22 This
observation supports the particularly stable structure of this
cluster predicted by the Parson model. The other side of the
I22(OCS)n cluster shell is filled in a similar fashion, completing
the first solvation shell with 17 OCS molecules [see Fig. 1(c)].
In I22(CO2)n, the charge–quadrupole interactions with the
cluster core result in CO2 molecules lying ‘‘flat’’ with respect to
I22. Parson and co-workers have shown that the CO2
molecules tend to first pack together on one side of I22, as
shown in Fig. 2 for I22(CO2)5,36,62,84,88 rather than form a
‘ring’ [compare the structure of I22(CO2)5 to I22(OCS)5 in

Fig. 1 Calculated minimum-energy structures of I22(OCS)n, n ~ 5, 11,
and 17. Each structure is shown from two different angles, viewed
perpendicular and along the I22 bond (left and right columns,
respectively). These structures correspond to the isomers selected out
of many nearly isoenergetic solvent configurations. While the general
manner of solvent packing around I22 is reproduced in all low-energy
isomers, local structural details, such as the relative orientation of
neighboring OCS molecules, may vary. Adapted from ref. 22.

the dissociation and recombination in clusters.15,16,34,36,62,63,88,92
In particular, in the analysis of Parson and co-workers, the
photofragmentation and caging are mediated by couplings of
electronic states with differential charge character that is
caused by interactions with the solvent.36,47,62,88,93 It was
shown that differential solvation of electronic states can lead to
isoenergetic curve-crossing regions playing key roles in the
relaxation and recombination dynamics.
We provide a perspective of the dynamics involved in caging
by considering the photodissociation and recombination of I2–
in clusters of the OCS22–24,53 and CO220,21,25,48,49,66,94–96
solvents. Together with the studies of I22 in N2O89 and
Ar,46,49,50,97 these experiments highlight the structural and
dynamical effects of closed-shell solvents with different
electrostatic properties.
The original studies20,21,25,48,49 of I22 caging in clusters
utilized the A’ 2Pg,1/2 B X 2S1u,1/2 transition centered near 790
nm to promote the dissociation of the chromophore. This
transition, yielding the I2 1 I(2P3/2) asymptotic products, is
indicated by a red vertical arrow in Fig. 3, which shows the
unperturbed I22 potentials calculated by Parson et al.88 Later,
striking new dynamics22,24 were observed in the I2–(OCS)n and
I22(CO2)n cluster ions excited at 395 nm via the B 2S1g,1/2 B
X 2S1u,1/2 transition in the I2– chromophore (indicated by a
blue vertical arrow in Fig. 4). This excitation accesses an
electronic state correlating with the I– 1 I*(2P1/2) dissociation
limit, where I* indicates a spin–orbit-excited atomic fragment.
The dynamics observed at 790 and 395 nm are quite
different. In a qualitative (and rather simplistic) description of
the reaction following the near-IR excitation (Fig. 3), one
might consider the solvent as playing a dual role. First,
it acts as a physical barrier blocking the exit channel for

Fig. 2 Calculated minimum-energy structure of I22(CO2)5 as viewed
along the axes perpendicular (left) and parallel (right) to the I22 bond.
Adapted from ref. 36.

Fig. 1(a)]. This type of packing maximizes the interactions
within the CO2 solvent shell itself. To the contrary, the ring
structure of an OCS shell accentuates the strength of solvent–
solute interactions, which are the strongest near the waist of the
solute.

Fig. 3 Potential energy diagram of I22 (from ref. 88) and solvent loss
energetics in 790 nm experiments on I22(OCS)n or I22(CO2)n.

3. Photofragment caging dynamics in cluster ions
The photodissociation and recombination dynamics of I22
have been studied in both bulk liquids, such as water and
alcohols (Barbara and co-workers),5,6,45 and gas-phase clusters
(Lineberger and Neumark groups).20–25,48–50,53,66,89 Kondow
and co-workers examined collisions of I22(CO2)n cluster ions
with solid surfaces and observed a wedge-type splitting of the
I22 bond by solvent CO2 molecules upon cluster-surface
collisions.10,11,90,91 The dynamics of ionic clusters have been
compared to the studies of I2 recombination in solid rare-gas
matrices by the Apkarian group.39,57–59 Several groups
provided extensive theoretical background for understanding

Fig. 4 Potential energy diagram of I22 (from ref. 88) and solvent loss
energetics in 395 nm experiments on I22(OCS)n or I22(CO2)n.
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photofragment escape from the cluster, thus triggering
recombination. Second, it acts as an energy bath, enabling
the relaxation of the caged chromophore and the cluster as a
whole by evaporation of solvent molecules. The right-hand side
of Fig. 3 illustrates the solvent loss energetics involved in the
process. As each solvent molecule (OCS or CO2) is bound to
the cluster by y0.2–0.25 eV, the complete dissipation of the
790 nm photon energy requires the evaporation of y6 solvent
molecules. Alternatively, if the I22 bond is not re-formed, only
y2–3 solvent molecules are lost by the I2(OCS)k fragments in
the uncaged channel.
Although the true mechanism has been shown to be more
complex,36,62,84,92 this simplified picture does provide an initial
understanding of the caging dynamics. This picture’s seeming
simplicity stems from the fact that it gives no significant
account to the solvent-induced perturbation of I22 electronic
structure. But at the same time, little perturbation is actually
needed to envision the recombination process. The minimum
perturbation required is that which would enable transitions
from the bright state of I22 back to the ground electronic state,
on which the recombination process ultimately terminates.
Given that the A’ state as well as two other excited states (A and
a) are asymptotically degenerate with the X state, the required
transitions can occur in the exit channel even with a minimum
solvent-induced perturbation providing the state coupling.
Thus, one obtains a tutorial (albeit somewhat misleading)
picture of the reaction by considering the dissociation of largely
unperturbed I22 confined inside the ‘‘solvent walls.’’
The situation is dramatically different at 395 nm (Fig. 4).
The B 2S1g,1/2 B X 2S1u,1/2 transition in bare I22 leads to
dissociation exclusively on the spin–orbit excited I2 1 I*(2P1/2)
asymptote with a translational energy release of about 1.2
eV. No products are formed on the lower I2 1 I(2P3/2)
asymptote.24 Thus, given the negligible probability of I*
quenching in collisions (y1027–1028 per collision),98 the
unperturbed electronic-state diagram in Fig. 4 predicts that
practically no I22 caging is possible following the near-UV
excitation.
The experiment, however, testifies to the contrary,22,24 which
raises the main question: Given the highly inefficient quenching
of I* in collisions, how do the dissociating I2 1 I*(2P1/2)
fragments find their way to the lower spin–orbit asymptote, on
which not only the recombination, but also the uncaged
channel labeled B in Fig. 4 can evolve?
The quenching of spin–orbit excitation was found to be
surprisingly efficient in the I22(OCS)n and I22(CO2)n cluster
ions. In general, three distinct pathways are observed (as
labeled in Fig. 4): (A) the ‘‘uncaged’’ I2(OCS)k products
formed in coincidence with the excited I*(2P1/2) fragments,
which are ejected from the cluster; (B) the ‘‘uncaged’’ I2(OCS)k
products formed in coincidence with the quenched I(2P3/2)
fragments; and (C) the ‘‘caged’’ I22(OCS)k products.
The critical step in channels B and C is the quenching of the
spin–orbit excitation. The competition between channels A–C
is a delicate probe of the solvent-induced couplings between
electronic states, which make the spin–orbit relaxation
possible. In all three channels A–C, the excess energy is
removed from the cluster by ejecting (n – k) solvent molecules.
Additionally, in channel A, almost 1 eV is carried away in the
form of I* spin–orbit excitation. As a result, the size
distribution of the uncaged I2(OCS)k products is in general
bimodal, compared to a single-modal distribution of the caged
I22(OCS)k fragments.22,24 The typical number of solvent
molecules evaporated in each channel is indicated on the
right-hand side of Fig. 4.
We continue our discussion of the dynamics in clusters by
considering the cluster size-dependent caging probabilities.
This is followed by the time-resolved dynamics of caging
monitored in femtosecond pump–probe experiments.
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Caging probabilities and their structural implications
First, consider the fraction of caged fragments observed in 790
nm dissociation of I2–(OCS)n. This fraction, referred to as the
caging probability, is plotted in Fig. 5 (open symbols) as a
function of the number of solvent molecules.22 No caged
products are observed for clusters with n v 3, while for larger
clusters the caging probability increases nearly monotonically
with n, until a 100% caging is observed for n ¢ 17. The
theoretical simulations described in Section 2 predict that 17
OCS molecules comprise a complete solvent shell around I22
[Fig. 1(c)]. This is consistent with the experimental observation
that I22(OCS)17 is the smallest cluster anion with the OCS
solvent for which a 100% recombination of the chromophore is
observed.
Despite the different nature of the dominant interactions in
I22(OCS)n and I22(CO2)n, the 790 nm results for I22(CO2)n,
also shown in Fig. 5 (filled symbols),49 are disappointingly
similar to the findings for I22(OCS)n. Complete 790 nm caging
in I22(CO2)n is observed for n ¢ 16, consistent with the first
solvent shell closing at n ~ 16–17, as predicted by the MonteCarlo simulations.62,84
The monotonic increase in 790 nm caging probability and
the lack of significant differences between the OCS and CO2
solvents are consistent with the simplified picture of caging
given in the introduction to this section. Even small perturbations of the I22 electronic structure would be sufficient to
couple the asymptotically degenerate states, correlating to the
lower dissociation limit. Therefore, the intricate details of the
solvent–solute and solvent–solvent interactions are not too
important. The main role of the solvent in this case indeed
appears to be that of a physical obstacle in the exit channel of
I22 dissociation and an energy bath. In this light, increasing the
number of solvents bound to the chromophore naturally results
in a monotonic increase in the caging probability.
Now consider the entirely different dynamics observed in the
395 nm experiment. The corresponding fraction of caged
fragments is plotted in Fig. 6(a) for both I22(OCS)n and
I22(CO2)n cluster anions. As expected, the onset of 395 nm
caging is observed in larger clusters, compared to 790 nm.
However, the caging probability itself is no longer the only
parameter characterizing the channel competition. From a
dynamical viewpoint, perhaps of even greater interest is the
probability of spin–orbit relaxation induced by the solvent.
Regarding the diagram in Fig. 4, the spin–orbit relaxation is
prerequisite for channels B and C. Therefore, the probability of
quenching is given by adding together the respective branching
ratios for the spin–orbit relaxed uncaged channel (B) and the

Fig. 5 Probabilities of recombination (caging) of the I22 chromophore
in I22(CO2)n and I22(OCS)n clusters following photoexcitation at
790 nm, as functions of the parent cluster size. Data from ref. 22 and 24.

solvent shell around I22 consists of three five-membered OCS
rings plus two end molecules ‘‘capping’’ the cluster (Fig. 1). The
plateau thus corresponds to the formation of the third solvent
ring around the chromophore. The lack of a similar plateau for
I22(CO2)n is consistent with the qualitatively different structural motif of I22(CO2)n, which is not based on solvent rings
(see Fig. 2).
The suggested mechanism of the spin–orbit quenching and
recombination is discussed following the examination of the
timescales on which these processes transpire.
Time-resolved dynamics of caging

Fig. 6 (a) Probabilities of recombination (caging) of the I22 chromophore in I22(CO2)n and I22(OCS)n clusters following photoexcitation
at 395 nm, as functions of the parent cluster size. (b) Similar curves for
the probability of I* spin–orbit quenching. Data from ref. 22 and 24.

caged channel (C). The thus obtained spin–orbit quenching
probability is plotted in Fig. 6(b) for both I22(OCS)n and
I22(CO2)n as a function of n.
The complete caging is not achieved for any of the parent
clusters studied (e.g., up to 26 solvent OCS molecules, for
which the caging probability is 0.98). Still, recombination is the
dominant reaction pathway for parent clusters with n ¢ 17.
What sets the 395 nm caging probability curves [Fig. 6(a)] aside
from the corresponding 790 nm curves (Fig. 5) is their
structured nature.
The 395 nm caging curve for the CO2 solvent is not
monotonic in the range of n ~ 11–16, while the corresponding
curve for the I22(OCS)n cluster ions exhibits a plateau in the
same approximate range (n ~ 12–16), followed by a step-like
nearly three-fold increase at n ~ 17. Notably, n ~ 17 is the
smallest I22(OCS)n cluster size for which 100% caging is
observed at 790 nm and it corresponds to a cluster with a
predicted complete solvent shell.
The sharp increase in caging upon addition of the 17th OCS
molecule was attributed to a steric effect: the 17th molecule
occupies the only remaining open site at the end of I22 [see
Fig. 1(c)]. The occupation of this site closes the last collisionfree escape route for I22 A I2 1 I dissociation. The presence of
solvent on the I22 dissociation coordinate also increases the
likelihood of non-adiabatic quenching of I*, which is
prerequisite for recombination.
Another prominent feature of the I22(OCS)n caging and
spin–orbit quenching probability curves in Fig. 6 is the plateau
at n ~ 12–16. No such plateau was observed for I22(CO2)n, for
which both caging and quenching in the same cluster size range
exhibit seemingly erratic behaviors. It is revealing that the
I22(OCS)n plateau consists of exactly five cluster sizes,
reminiscent of the theoretical prediction that the first OCS

The application of time-resolved techniques to chemical
processes occurring on a femtosecond time scale has been
one of the most important developments in reaction dynamics
during the past decade.46,77,99–105 In particular, the application
of femtosecond pump–probe spectroscopy to cluster anions
allowed examination of the relaxation and energy-transfer
processes at unprecedented levels of detail.
The dissociation of the I22 chromophore within a cluster
destroys the cluster’s ability to absorb visible/near-IR light,
resulting in transient bleaching, while the ensuing recombination revives the absorption cross-section. A second photon can
probe either the A’ 2Pg,1/2 B X 2S1u,1/2 or the a 2Pu,3/2 B
A 2Pg,3/2 transition.21 The transient bleaching and absorption
recovery thus provide a way for examination of real-time
dynamics of caging by monitoring the delay-dependent yield of
two-photon products in a pump–probe experiment. Such
measurements using a 720–790 nm pump and probe were
performed (among others)21,49,89 on I22(CO2)n and I22(OCS)n
cluster ions.21,23,24,49,53 The experiments revealed picosecond
time-scales of the recombination and subsequent relaxation.
For example, Fig. 7(a) shows the absorption recovery curves
for I22(OCS)7 and I22(OCS)17 obtained in 790 nm pump–
probe experiments. In this case, the positive and negative delays
correspond to the reversal of the order of the identical pump
and probe photons and therefore convey the same dynamical
information. The near disappearance of signal at a zero delay
reflects the bleaching of the probe absorption due to the
dissociation of the chromophore by the pump photon. The fast
(y2 ps) rise is absorption recovery observed following 790 nm
excitation of I22(OCS)17 is attributed to the initial recombination of the I(2P3/2) and I2 fragments. In this delay range, the
probe photon is absorbed by I22 in one of the excited electronic
states or a highly excited vibrational level of the ground
state.48,92 The 2 ps timescale corresponds to the period of the
pseudo-vibrational I??I2 motion in the system excited above its
dissociation threshold but constrained by the solvent. The
bump appearing in the I22(OCS)17 absorption recovery curve
at 2 ps is characteristic of the coherent I??I2 motion23,48 within
the cluster. In I22(OCS)7 the solvent cage is smaller, the
dynamics are correspondingly slower and not so much
coherent, and the 2 ps peak does not appear. The longer
timescale dynamics in both I22(OCS)7 and I22(OCS)17,
characterized by the pump–probe signal leveling off after
y20 ps, reflect the internal relaxation of the caged chromophore.
An alternative perspective of these dynamics is provided by
time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy. While the photofragment measurements, by their very definition, focus
primarily on the nuclear degrees of freedom, Neumark and
co-workers pioneered an experimental approach that shifts the
emphasis to the evolving electronic structure.46 Femtosecond
photoelectron spectroscopy of cluster anions is used to probe
the transient states and changing environment of the
chromophore or its fragments by recording transient spectra
of the electrons detached from the excited cluster with a
delayed UV probe pulse.
When these measurements are carried out on the isolated
PhysChemComm, 2002, 5(25), 165–177
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790 nm excitation.21,23,24,48,49 In the smaller I22(OCS)17 cluster,
the recovery is slower, similar to the 720–790 nm results for
smaller clusters.
To emphasize this analogy, compare the absorption recovery
curves in Figs. 7(a) and (b). The cluster sizes in (a) and (b) are
purposefully different, as they were selected for the similarity of
the respective timescales. (Qualitatively, adding extra solvent
molecules counter balances the effect of doubling the energy
pumped into the cluster at 395 nm, compared to 790 nm.)
Despite the differences in detail, the timescales of caging
following 395 and 790 nm excitations are very similar,
indicating that the spin–orbit relaxation step implicated in
Fig. 7(b), but not in Fig. 7(a), must be fast on the overall
timescale of the reaction.
Solvent-mediated charge transfer as a fast spin–orbit quenching
mechanism

Fig. 7 Delay-dependent absorption recoveries of indicated I22(OCS)n
cluster ions following the excitation at (a) 790 nm and (b) 395 nm. In
(b), the relaxation processes leading to I22 caging include the spin–orbit
relaxation of I*, while in (b) the spin–orbit relaxation step is not
involved. Adapted from ref. 24.

chromophore, the time-dependent photoelectron spectra reflect
the timescale of the dissociation process.17–19 In the experiments on I22 embedded in Ar or CO2 clusters,46,94,97 the
transient spectra reveal that after the charge localizes on one of
the chromophore fragments, the photoelectron bands exhibit a
varying energetic shift due to interactions with the solvent. In
small (e.g., n ~ 6) Ar clusters, this shift persists for y1 ps,
which is the time required for I2 to escape from the cluster.46
Parson group’s molecular dynamics calculations that model the
solvent interactions with the localizing charge predicted shifts
in electron affinity of the cluster that agree well with Neumark’s
measurements.47,93 In larger clusters, the transient photoelectron spectra reveal the recombination of I22 in both ground
and excited electronic states, followed by vibrational relaxation
and solvent evaporation.94,97 The timescale of these processes
are consistent with the timescales of caging observed by
Lineberger and co-workers.25,49
To summarize, the fast rise in the I22(OCS)17 absorption
recovery signal seen in Fig. 7(a) during the first couple of
picoseconds reflects the timescale for I22 recombination on the
lower spin–orbit asymptote. This approximate timescale is
typical of I22 recombination in several molecular solvents
(CO2, N2O, OCS). It is concluded that it takes y2 ps for the
solvent shell to reverse the I2 1 I dissociation trajectories and
direct the fragments towards recombination.
Similar photofragment measurements carried out with a 395
nm pump examined the dynamics on the upper spin–orbit
asymptote of dissociating I22. The qualitative zeroth-order
picture of this process is illustrated in Fig. 4. The recovery
curves for I22(OCS)17 and I22(OCS)24 in Fig. 7(b) reflect the
cumulative timescales of spin–orbit relaxation and recombination. For I22(OCS)24, the initial rise in absorption recovery
occurs on a timescale of y2 ps, similar to the period of solventinduced coherent I??I2 motion observed following 720 or
170
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The detailed analysis of 395 nm caging dynamics by the
Lineberger and Parson groups shows22,24,63 that the quenching
of spin–orbit excitation, followed by I22 recombination, is only
possible because of the strong perturbation of the I22 electronic
structure by the solvent. Other mechanisms, failing to consider
explicitly the perturbed I22 potentials (e.g., radiative decay or
collisional quenching), have been ruled out based on experimental and theoretical evidence.24 Here, we outline the solventasymmetry mediated electron transfer model, first suggested by
Maslen et al.60 and developed by Delaney et al.,63 that has been
accepted as an accurate view of the reaction.
The drawback of the collisional mechanism of I* quenching
is that it considers the I2 fragment as a mere spectator. This
strategy fails in the cluster ion environment. As another clue
calling for a different interpretation, I* quenching on a
picosecond timescale has not been observed in neutral
environments. Thus, the proximity of I2 and the perturbed
electronic structure of the I2…I* system are key to understanding the relaxation mechanism.
The energy gap between the two spin–orbit asymptotes in
Fig. 4 can be bridged by the effects of solvation. Because of the
substantial binding energy of OCS and CO2 to a negatively
charged cluster (y0.2 eV per molecule),21,22,25 the relative
electronic state energies are greatly affected by state-specific
charge distributions and solvent asymmetry. In the example in
the top portion of Fig. 8, the I2 1 I(2P3/2) and I2 1 I*(2P1/2)
electronic states are separated by 0.93 eV in the unsolvated
I??I2 system (Fig. 8, top left). These states are degenerate with
respect to switching the fragment positions (i.e., I2 1 I versus I
1 I2, and I2 1 I* versus I* 1 I2). In the cluster environment,
this degeneracy is lifted by asymmetric solvation of the
fragment pair (Fig. 8, top right). If the charge is localized at
the more solvated end of the cluster (e.g., X?I2??I, where X
denotes the collective solvent), the corresponding state energy
is lowered significantly. On the other hand, if the charge is
localized on the least solvated end (e.g., X?I??I2), the solvation
effect is less significant. If the energetic difference between the
two charge/solvent configurations, termed the differential
solvation energy (DW), is close to 0.93 eV, the X?I2??I* and
X?I??I2 states may come into resonance, and a fast spin–orbit
quenching transition becomes possible by an electron hoping
from I2 to I*.
Parson and co-workers developed this picture and identified
the electronic states of I22 of different charge-switching
character.60-62 Their behavior under differential solvation is
illustrated qualitatively in Fig. 8 (bottom). In the states with
‘‘normal’’ charge-switching character, the charge gravitates
towards the more solvated end of I22. Compared to unsolvated
I22, the energies of these states decrease with increasing I–I2
separation due to more efficient solvation as the charge
becomes more localized. To the contrary, the ‘‘anomalous’’
charge-switching states exhibit a charge distribution favoring

Fig. 8 Top: A qualitative energy diagram illustrating the mechanism of
spin–orbit relaxation by solvent-mediated electron transfer from I– to I*
in an asymmetrically solvated cluster. The required resonance of the
X?I–??I* and X?I??I– electronic states occurs when the differential
solvation energy (DW) is equal to the spin–orbit energy gap in the I
atom (0.93 eV). Adapted from ref. 24. Bottom left: A qualitative I2–
potential energy diagram (unsolvated anion). Bottom right: A
qualitative illustration of the behavior of ‘‘normal’’ and ‘‘anomalous’’
charge-switching states of I2– under the conditions of asymmetric
solvation. The curve-crossings promote the X?I–??I* A X?I??I– electrontransfer transitions, quenching the spin–orbit excitation of the I
fragment.

the least solvated end of the chromophore. The energy of these
states increases in dissociation, as the I2–solvent interaction
drops with increasing I–I2 distance. The resulting curvecrossings, implicated in Fig. 8 (bottom right), make a X?I2??I*
A X?I??I2 transition possible. Following that, the electrostatic
attraction between the solvent and I2 will tend to reverse the
dissociation trajectory towards I22 recombination.
Fig. 8 is only a qualitative illustration, oversimplifying the
energetics and dynamics of quenching. The number and
configuration of solvent molecules in the figure are chosen
arbitrarily to satisfy the DW # 0.93 eV requirement. In reality,
transient resonances between different electron-transfer states
are possible starting from a wide range of initial solvent
configurations, including nearly symmetric ones. As the cluster
breaks up and the charge localizes on one of the fragments, the
initial symmetry, if any, is always destroyed and as long as
the number of solvent molecules in the cluster is sufficient, the
required curve crossing is possible at some cluster geometry.
The dynamics on the ground spin–orbit asymptote following
the spin–orbit relaxation are reflected in the relative yields of
channels B and C (defined in Fig. 4). In the 790 nm experiment,
all dynamics transpire on this asymptote, and in small clusters
the dissociation is naturally favored over the recombination.22,25,49,89 To the contrary, at 395 nm no preference is
observed for I2 1 I(2P3/2) dissociation over the recombination,

even in the smallest clusters in which the spin–orbit quenching
is possible. Evidently, this is due to the restrictions imposed by
the spin–orbit relaxation step. The quenching can occur only if
the number of solvent molecules in the cluster is sufficiently
large, which by itself favors recombination. Additionally,
following the electron transfer, the charge in the X?I??I2 state
localizes on the escaping fragment, which experiences a backward pull from the solvent. Thus, the solvent configurations that
are prerequisite for quenching also favor recombination.
It is noteworthy that if electron transfer fails during the
initial fragment separation on the X?I2??I* state, the
electrostatic force acting on the neutral fragment is weak,
and the ensuing dynamics will favor cage escape. Consequently, the dynamical window for spin–orbit quenching is
limited to the initial fragment separation, consistent with the
fast timescale of caging observed experimentally. Since the
quenching step does not add extra time to that needed for
fragment separation and subsequent recombination, the similar
caging timescales are to be expected at both 395 and 790 nm.
This prediction is in accord with the remarkably similar
behaviors reflected in Fig. 7(a) and (b).
The resonance condition for spin–orbit quenching by the
solvent asymmetry mediated electron transfer is very sensitive
to instantaneous solvent configurations.63 Therefore, the
caging reaction involving the spin–orbit relaxation is a sensitive
probe of solvation, with the cluster structure playing an
important role in the dynamics. In both I22(OCS)n and
I22(CO2)n, the quenching and caging probabilities are rather
smooth and monotonic outside the range of n ~ 11–17 (see
Fig. 6). Only in this mid-size range, where the second half of the
first solvent shell is believed to be constructed (e.g., see Fig. 1),
the curves deviate from the expected monotonic rise, such as
the 790 nm trend seen in Fig. 5. For smaller clusters, the too
few available solvent molecules restrict the quenching trajectories because of a limited number of extremely asymmetric
solvent configurations that satisfy the requirement DW # 0.93
eV. Each additional solvent molecule loosens this constraint,
boosting the quenching and caging probabilities. In the midsize range (n ~11–17), the sufficient degree of differential
solvation is achieved without imposing severe dynamical
restrictions. In this size range, the details of cluster structure,
not the mere number of solvent molecules, become crucial in
determining the reaction outcomes. This trend continues until
the first solvent shell is filled at n ~ 16–17. From there on,
additional solvent molecules do not introduce significant
energetic or structural changes, and the dynamics revert to a
monotonic increase in caging probability with n.

4. Structure and photochemistry of homogeneous
cluster anions
Some cluster anions, particularly the homogeneous clusters
Xn2, where X ~ CO2, OCS, CS2, H2O, and others, pose
additional questions concerning their structure that have to do
with the chemical identity of the cluster core. The properties of
the core are fundamental to the reactivity and dynamics. The
first question that must be addressed is often whether the excess
electron in the cluster anion is localized on a single monomer or
shared between two (or more) monomer moieties.1,106–115 In
the limit of electron solvation,116,117 the excess electron wave
function is delocalized to such extent that the concept of a
cluster core is no longer applicable.
These questions did not arise in the preceding discussion of
solvated I22. It was assumed implicitly that during the entire
course of the reaction the charge stays localized on the
chromophore or one of its fragments. This assumption is
justified, to a degree, in heterogeneous cluster anions, such as
I22?Xn, when there is a significant difference in the electron
affinities (EA) between the species composing the cluster. Even
PhysChemComm, 2002, 5(25), 165–177
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so, the electronic wave functions of negative ions tend to be
diffuse, allowing for substantial overlap with the surrounding
solvent. For example, even in such a small heterogeneous
cluster anion as I2?CO2, Neumark and co-workers observed a
175u bending of CO2, attributed to a small amount of charge
transfer from the I2 to the CO2.118–120 The experiments by
Johnson and co-workers on hydrated cluster anions indicate
the profound effect that the charge density has on the structure
adopted by a water network bound to an ion.121–126 Charge
delocalization can be more important in larger clusters. In
addition, charge-transfer-to-solvent excited states are available
in both bulk solutions116,127 and clusters.128–133
In the homogeneous water cluster anions (H2O)n2, n ¢ 2,
the neutral solvent network deforms to trap a diffuse excess
electron, forming microscopic precursors of the hydrated
electron. Water cluster anions have long served as a favorite
system for the studies of electron solvation and the transition
between gas-phase (or cluster) and bulk properties.134 The
variety of interaction available in these cluster ions, including,
but not limited to, hydrogen bonding and delocalized charge–
dipole interactions, leads to interesting structure variations.74,75,134,135 Significant molecular rearrangements upon
electron attachment to a neutral cluster have been implicated in
the formation of different structural isomers.134
Different puzzles pertaining to charge localization and
structures are presented by cluster anions of CO2, OCS, and
CS2. Since the mid-1980s, photofragment and photoelectron
spectroscopies, as well as theoretical studies of (CO2)n2, posed
questions of size-dependent alternation between cluster structures adopting either the monomer or dimer anion
cores.107,108,112,136 Photoelectron spectroscopy revealed sharp
discontinuities in the n-dependence of the vertical detachment
energy of (CO2)n– cluster anions between n ~ 6 and 7 and
between n ~ 13 and 14.107,108 These discontinuities have been
attributed to ‘‘core switching’’: a transformation of the charged
cluster core from a delocalized-charge covalent (CO2)22
structure for n v 6 to CO22 for 7 ¡ n ¡ 13, and back to
(CO2)22 for n w 13. Fleischman and Jordan predicted,112
based on electronic-structure calculations, that the global
minimum of (CO2)2– corresponds to a structure of D2d
symmetry with the charge equally divided between the two
CO2 moieties. The (CO2)22 A CO22 core switching in (CO2)n2
at n ~ 6 was attributed107,108 to a more favorable solvation of
the monomer anion, compared to the covalent dimer due to the
more localized charge distribution in the latter. The reverse
switch occurs between n ~ 13 and 14,108 in order to
accommodate the dimer-based ‘‘magic number’’ structure of
(CO2)142, i.e. (CO2)22?(CO2)12.
Photofragmentation studies provide an alternative perspective of the structural properties and photochemistry of cluster
anions. Alexander et al. investigated the photofragmentation of
(CO2)n– cluster ions136 and found that they break up exclusively
to smaller species of similar composition (CO2)k–, k v n. This
behavior may give an impression that no bond breaking or
chemical rearrangements are taking place and the fragmentation proceeds merely via the loss of solvent molecules. This is
not necessarily the case. The ionic core of these clusters is
formed by adding an electron to either the LUMO of a CO2
monomer or to the combined LUMO of two CO2 molecules
(i.e., a van der Waals dimer).112,137 Thus, these cluster ions can
be viewed as ensembles of closed-shell molecules with an access
electron either localized on one of them or shared between two.
The only additional covalent bond that may be formed in the
cluster anion is the weak (order of 1/2) C–C bond in the D2d
(CO2)22 dimer anion predicted by Jordan and coworkers.112
This bond is likely to be broken after absorption of a photon,
and yet the resulting photofragments are described as (CO2)k–,
indistinguishable from those formed by solvent evaporation.
Given the isovalency and structural similarity of OCS and
CO2, one might expect the properties of (OCS)n2 to be similar
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to those of (CO2)n–. However, the photochemistry of (OCS)n2
proved to be a striking deviation from this expectation.113 The
studies of carbonyl sulfide cluster anions began in 1998 with the
Lineberger group identifying several types of ionic photofragments of (OCS)n2. In addition to (OCS)k2, which could be
expected by analogy with (CO2)n–, the observed products
included S22 and S2/OCS22 based photofragments.113 Such
variety of fragmentation channels suggested that extensive
bond-breaking and chemical rearrangements take place in the
cluster fragmentation process.
These observations were attributed113 to the existence of
electronic isomers of (OCS)n2.114,115 In particular, the
abundance of the S22-based fragments hinted at the role of a
covalently bound dimer anion cluster core with S–S bonding.
In collaboration with Jordan, the Lineberger group examined
the properties of three (OCS)22 isomers, whose calculated
structures and relative energies are shown in Fig. 9.113,137 All
(OCS)n2 cluster ions are believed to be based on one of the core
species shown in Fig. 9.
The first (OCS)22 isomer shown in Fig. 9(a) is an electrostatically bound cluster of OCS2 with one OCS solvent
molecule. The (OCS)n2 cluster ions with an OCS2 core,
adapting the structural motif of Fig. 9(a), are analogous to the
CO22 based cluster ions of (CO2)n2, n ~ 7–13.107,108 The
covalently bound isomer of C2 symmetry shown in Fig. 9(b) has
a C–C bond of the order of 1/2 and is similar to the D2d dimer
structure of (CO2)22 predicted by Jordan and co-workers.112
Fig. 9(c) shows a cyclic dimer anion of C2v symmetry, whose
likely photochemical signature is the formation of the S22
fragments. A species of this kind was first observed113 in
(OCS)n2, followed by the discovery of similar anions of
(CS2)22.106,109,138 In particular, the existence of such structures
was revealed in a photodetachment study of (CS2)n2 by Tsukuda
et al.109 and further confirmed by the observation of C2S22
products in the photodissociation of (CS2)n2.106 In this light, it
may appear intriguing that no cyclic structures were observed in
the experiments on (CO2)n–.107,108,136
As described by Jordan and co-workers,113,137,138 the

Fig. 9 Equilibrium geometries and relative energies of three (OCS)22
species optimized at the MP2/6-311G(d) level of theory. (a)
Electrostatically bound OCS2?OCS cluster anion (planar structure).
(b) C2 symmetry structure with a C–C bond of the order of 1/2. (c) C2v
symmetry structure corresponding to the global potential minimum of
(OCS)22 with a 2B2 symmetry electronic wave function and C–C and
S–S bond orders of 1 and 1/2, respectively. Some important bond
lengths are indicated in ångströms. The energies given were calculated
relative to the OCS 1 OCS2 limit and include harmonic zero-point
vibration energy corrections determined at the HF/6-311G* level).
Data from ref. 113.

(OCS)22 anion in Fig. 9(c) differs from the other covalent
species shown in Fig. 9(b) in that its electronic structure is not
derived directly from ground-state OCS or its van der Waals
dimer. In the molecular-orbital picture, the removal of the
excess electron from the (OCS)22 anion shown in Fig. 9(b)
yields two OCS molecules in the ground electronic states. To
the contrary, the detachment from the HOMO of the cyclic
dimer is predicted to access a metastable state of (OCS)2, whose
electronic configuration is doubly excited with respect to that of
two ground-state OCS molecules. Its electronic configuration
arises from a singlet coupling of two OCS molecules excited to
the lowest triplet states. Most, but not all, of the combined
singlet–triplet excitation energy for two OCS molecules is
recovered by the strong bonding in the doubly excited neutral
dimer, in which both the C–C and S–S bonds are of the order of
1. Adding an electron to its low-lying LUMO yields the ground
(2B2) state of (OCS)22, whose equilibrium geometry is shown in
Fig. 9(c).113,137 In similar ways, the energetics of the (CO2)22,
(OCS)22, and (CS2)22 cyclic anions are dependent, in part, on
the singlet–triplet splitting in the respective neutral monomers.
In CO2, this splitting is significantly larger than in OCS or CS2,
and as a result, the cyclic dimer anion of CO2 is less stable.137
The properties of (OCS)22 raise general questions about the
reactivity of negative ions in homogeneous versus heterogeneous cluster environments. In particular, to characterize the
electronic and structural isomers, one needs to discriminate
between the covalent and electrostatically bound species.
Heterogeneous clusters offer opportunities to study the
interactions of the anion (e.g., OCS2) with the solvent under
conditions when the charge localization is known and
unambiguous. A case in point is OCS2?H2O. Because of the
slightly negative EA of OCS, OCS2 is believed to be
metastable139 and cannot be formed efficiently in a standard
ion source. In hydrated clusters, the anion is stabilized by
interactions with the solvent and detailed examination of
OCS2 properties is possible.
To illustrate this point, Fig. 10 displays a negative-ion mass
spectrum139 obtained using standard pulsed ion source techniques3 with the OCS precursor seeded in Ar with trace amount of
water. In comparison to other ions, almost no OCS2 is detected.
On the other hand, there is an intense progression of peaks
corresponding to OCS2(H2O)k with k ranging from 1 to at least
5. Another intense peak in the spectrum corresponds to
(OCS)22. Thus, while OCS2 is not formed efficiently by itself,
it is stabilized by either electrostatic of chemical interactions.
A new approach to negative-ion photoelectron spectroscopy
is based on photoelectron imaging. The imaging approach to
gas-phase dynamics was originally developed by Chandler and
Houston76,140 as a tool of photofragment spectroscopy for

Fig. 10 Negative-ion mass-spectrum obtained with the OCS/Ar precursor with a trace of water. The magnified (610) spectrum
corresponds to experimental conditions optimized for the formation
of OCS2 and shows the best OCS2 signal that could be achieved in the
experiment. Adapted from ref. 139.

studying the photodissociation of neutral molecules.140,141
Several recent breakthroughs in imaging technology142–145 led
to an explosive growth in the field and made the application of
imaging to negative ions very compelling. Among the recent
advances in imaging are: velocity-map imaging,142,143 which
results in resolution comparable to that of other spectroscopic
techniques; event counting,144,145 which makes it possible to
carry out measurements with very low signals; and the Basis Set
Expansion method of Reisler and co-workers, which revolutionalized the data analysis.146
The application of imaging to negative-ion photoelectron
spectroscopy was implemented recently by the groups of
Broyer,80,81 Continetti,83 Neumark,147 and Sanov.82,115,148 The
coincidence measurements of photoelectron–photofragment
angular correlation and energy partitioning in dissociative
photodetachment by Continetti and co-workers demonstrated
the ground-breaking capability of giving insights into the
molecule-fixed photoelectron angular distributions.70,73
Photoelectron imaging yields three-dimensional distributions of the velocity vectors in the laboratory frame, including
the photoelectron speed and angular distributions.140 The
former are converted into photoelectron spectra, while the
latter reflect the electronic wave function symmetry,149–153
serving as a portal103,154–161 for observing the dynamics from
the electronic perspective.
Here we describe the application of photoelectron imaging to
OCS2?H2O and (OCS)22. The monohydrated anion of
carbonyl sulfide was predicted to have a straightforward
electrostatically bound structure.139,162 The electrostatically
and covalently bound isomers of the homogeneous dimer
anion, i.e., OCS2?OCS and (OCS)22, are discussed above.
Comparison of the OCS2?H2O and OCS2?OCS/(OCS)22
photoelectron imaging fingerprints gives insights into the
electronic structure, as well as the intimate interplay between
the gas-phase and bulk properties of matter.
Fig. 11 shows a series of photoelectron images of OCS2?H2O
and (OCS)22 obtained by Surber and Sanov at three different
laser wavelengths.82,115 The OCS2?H2O images feature a single
electronic transition with a broad Franck–Condon envelope, as
characteristic of a bent-to-linear detachment transition in the
OCS2 cluster core.82 The angular anisotropy in these images
has been compared to that observed for CS2– and found in
agreement with the expected electronic structure of the anion.
A qualitative s & p model was proposed that describes the
observed photoelectron angular distributions in terms of the
lowest l-components (in many cases, limited to the s and p
partial waves) of the free (photodetached) electron.82,148
A comparison of the OCS2?H2O and (OCS)22 images in

Fig. 11 Photoelectron
images
of
OCS2?H2O
(top)
and
(OCS)22 (bottom) recorded at 400, 530, and 800 nm, shown on
arbitrary velocity and intensity scales. The (OCS)22 signal inside the
dashed circles is attributed mainly to covalent (OCS)22 isomers. The
signal outside the dashed circles is attributed to the OCS2?OCS cluster
anion (electrostatically bound). Data from ref. 115.
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Fig. 11 clearly reveals signatures of different (OCS)22 isomers.82,148 The diffuse lobes at large radii, polarized in the
direction of the laser polarization (vertical in the plane of the
figure), are attributed to the electrostatically bound OCS2?OCS
cluster anion, based on the similarity of these parts of the images
to OCS2?H2O. The photoelectron signatures of OCS2?H2O and
OCS2?OCS are expected to be similar, because in both cases the
electron is ejected from a cluster molecular orbital with primarily
the OCS2 HOMO character. The signal inside the dashed circles
marked over the (OCS)22 images is attributed to the covalently
bound structures of the dimer anion.115
The OCS2OCS and covalent (OCS)22 anions behave
differently in photoexcitation. The former species absorb
light via direct photodetachment, resulting in the photoelectron
imaging signatures described above. The covalent dimer anion,
on the other hand, was predicted to possess a number of lowlying excited anionic states;113,137,138 therefore, it can be either
photodetached directly or promoted to an excited state. The
excited-state decay, in turn, involves the competition between
the autodetachment and fragmentation.114,115
In Fig. 11, the direct photodetachment of covalent (OCS)22
is manifest as the diffuse anisotropic feature just inside the
dashed circle marked over the 400 nm image. The 530 and 800
nm photon energies are not sufficient to access this transition.
The autodetachment, yielding characteristically slow electrons,
is seen as the intense isotropic spots at the centers of all three
(OCS)22 photoelectron images. The autodetachment spots
originate from either the excited state of (OCS)22 or the
internally excited anionic photofragmentation products (e.g.,
OCS2). In either case, the autodetachment can be modeled115
as a gas-phase analog of thermionic emission,80 an effect
usually associated with bulk materials. Thus, the bulk statistical model assuming strong electronic-vibrational couplings
and a highly mixed nature of the excited anionic state, was
found applicable to such a small system as (OCS)22, which
appears to combine both molecular and ‘‘bulk’’ properties.115
The case of (OCS)22, as well as that of larger (OCS)n2 cluster
anions,114 is just one example that demonstrates that the answer
to the question posed at the beginning of this Perspective (‘‘How
much matter is needed for physical laws associated with bulk
materials to be applicable?’’) is: It is not the size of the
microscopic object that determines the applicability of the bulk
description, but the details of the electronic structure, including
the availability of low-lying, mixed excited states.
The one-photon, or ‘static’, photoelectron images, as those
shown in Fig. 11, provide insights into the electronic structure
of cluster anions. A natural extension of this approach is
probing the evolution of the electronic structure in photoinduced chemical reactions using femtosecond pump–probe
photoelectron imaging spectroscopy. The power of this approach has been successfully demonstrated for neutral molecules
by the groups of Hayden, Continetti, and Suzuki.77,78,163–165
Femtosecond imaging experiments on molecular and cluster
anions are now underway in the Neumark group at Berkeley
and the Sanov group at the University of Arizona. As with
traditional femtosecond photoelectron spectroscopy, the applicability of femtosecond photoelectron imaging is not limited to
clusters. However, the imaging approach is particularly
promising in the cluster case, as it allows examining the
transformations of electronic wave functions under the effects
of microscopic solvation. Cluster anions also provide unique
opportunities for detailed gas-phase studies of bimolecular
encounters, which can be viewed, using photoelectron and fragment imaging, from both the electronic and nuclear perspectives.

5. Summary
This Perspective reflected on several recent advances in the
studies of cluster anion structure and dynamics. We discussed
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the effects of the solvent on the electronic structure and
reactivity of negative ions in homogeneous and heterogeneous
solvation environments. Some recent breakthroughs in experimental methodology were outlined, in particular the application of photofragment and photoelectron methods and the
imaging technique to the studies of molecular cluster anions.
In the future, we should expect to see an increased emphasis
on ultrafast coincidence dynamics in the studies of cluster ion
reactivity. As more sophisticated experimental tools become
available, physical chemists will be able to describe the reaction
dynamics in more detailed and less averaged ways. The trend
towards better-resolved and less averaged observables is seen in
many recent developments, including the growing popularity of
the imaging technique (complementary energy and angular
distributions), a variety of coincidence methods (correlated
product distributions), and time-domain measurements.
Another trend that should not be overlooked by experimentalists is the developments in theoretical chemistry, in
particular the explosive growth in the computational capabilities. As demonstrated by several examples in this Perspective,
the interpretation of experimental results is often dependent on
extensive theoretical work. As the theoretical and experimental
capabilities reach new levels of elegance and sophistication,
chemists acquire the ability to tackle more intriguing questions
of structure and dynamics. Many ab initio problems that a
decade ago would have required the computing power of a
supercomputer today can be solved at minimal expense using
a personal machine in one’s office. Thanks to this development,
experimentalists can now routinely use the power of computational chemistry to obtain the initial interpretation of results
enabling them to navigate more efficiently in search of scientific
answers. Such skillful navigation becomes increasingly important, as the sheer dimensionality of information provided by
modern state-of-the-art experiments makes their success more
dependent than ever on one’s ability to ask the right questions.
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